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DATA SUFFICIENCY 

Each of these questions consists of a question followed by informations in two statements.You have 

to study the question and the statements and decide that information in which of the statement(s) 

is/are necessary to answer the question. 
(1) I alone is sufficient while II alone is not sufficient. 
(2) II alone is sufficient while I alone is not sufficient. 
(3) Either I or II is sufficient. 
(4) Neither I nor II is sufficient. 
(5) Both I and II together are sufficient. 
(Q-1) What is the area of right-angled triangle? 

        I-The perimeter of the triangle is 36 cm 

       II- The hypotenuse of the triangle is 15 cm. 

Ans-(5)   both I and II together are sufficient. 

                 H2= B2 + P2                 225 = B2 + P2   ------1               

                         And                     B + P = 21       -------2      By solving Both equations  

                     B = 9 and P = 12      Then Area = 
1

2
Base height   = 54 cm2 

(Q-2) What is the time taken by Sohan to go from point-A to other point-B? 
        I- If he walks 25% faster than his usual speed then he reaches 15 seconds earlier. 

       II- If he walks half of his usual speed he takes 90 seconds more to reach the finishing point B. 

Ans (3) either I or II is sufficient.  

 

(Q-3) What is the age of Dilshan at present? 

       I - His present age is 3 times the present age of Murli. 

      II- Six years ago Dilshan’s age was 6 times the age of Murli. 

Ans-(5) both I and II together are sufficient. 

                Let Age of Dilshan = 3x and age of Murli = x (at present)   

                6 year ago, 
3 6 6
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                               x= 10 

                          then present age of Dilshan = 3x = 30 Years 
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